The Unbeliever's CONDITION

“DEAD in your trespasses and sins”

--DOA; original (universal) sin

--inability to respond

--NOT just sick, needing medicine
weak, needing strength
ignorant, needing education
untrained, needing skill

BUT DEAD, needing LIFE!

--devoid of spiritual life,
devoid of eternal life

--dead in the sphere of trespasses
and sins

(Total Depravity)
Ephesians 2:1-3

The Unbeliever's TITLES

“Sons of Disobedience”

“Children of Wrath”
Ephesians 2:1-3

The Unbeliever's LIFESTYLE

WALKED--"in which you once walked"
--according to the course of this world
--according to the prince of the power of the air
--(according to) the spirit who now works in the sons of disobedience

CONDUCTED--"conducted ourselves in the lusts of our flesh"
--fulfilling the desires of the flesh and
--(fulfilling the desires) of the mind
The Unbeliever's ADVERSARY  (II COR. 4:3-6)

“"The prince of the power of the air”

the ruler of the authority of the air

“"The spirit who now works in the sons of disobedience”